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Why Track Drought Impacts? 

To understand all drought’s 
impacts on people, the 
environment and the economy 

To know where to direct relief 

To help identify and reduce 
vulnerability in advance of the 
next drought 

“Ground truth” indicators and 
models 



DIR 1.0, 2005 

comprehensive,  

nationwide,  

web-based impacts archive,  

able to incorporate information 
from diverse sources  

 



Drought impact definition for 

the DIR: 
 

An observable loss or change 

that occurred at a specific place 

and time because of drought.  

NOT strictly physical: i.e., reduced streamflows, 

reservoir levels, soil moisture 





DIR 1.0, Lessons Learned 

People want to count something 

Quantified economic loss data – 
dollar amounts -- is very hard to 
come by (only 242 out of 7,178 
impacts since Nov. 2008-June 
2013)  

No agreed-on methodology 
exists to attribute $ losses (or 
other impacts) to drought 

Individuals and businesses may 
not want to report losses 

 



DIR 1.0, More Lessons Learned 

Needed better archiving 

Needed a less subjective, more 
robust process  

Understanding of “drought 
impact” varies widely 

Moderators ID’d impacts in media 
stories that met definition 

But all user reports became 
impacts 

 



DIR Database 2.0, 2008 

Handle reports separately from 
impacts 

Archive original reports 

Moderators can make impacts 
from one or more report(s) 
(synthesis and aggregation) 

Lets condition reports stay 
separate from impacts 



The DIR is … 

An actively curated, near real-
time archive of geographically 
and sectorally representative 
drought impacts. 
Narrative-based. Content analysis, 
both automated and human, helps 
researchers and decision-makers 
identify the full range of reported 
drought concerns, including 
distinctive local impacts. 
A framework that can archive and 
display other drought impact 
collection efforts. 



Disciplinary Methodologies 

History  

Journalism (“rough draft of 
history”) 

GIS + social media = 

Crowd-sourced mapping 

Planning 



national state county 

Summary 

statistics: 

• Category 

• Report type 

• narrative 

DIR Web Interface 2.0, 2011 









Reports 

Impacts Media 

User  

CoCoRaHS 

Agency 

NWS DIS 

Burn bans 

Water restrictions 

Hawaii 

• Map w/ stats 

• By affected area 

• By source location 

• Advanced search  

w/ stats 

• CSV export 

• RSS, state or national 

Input aggregation output 

Aggregation 



Additional Products, Weekly:  
Drought Impact News via email 

Subscribe: dgutzmer2@unl.edu 



Additional Products, Monthly:  
Drought and Impact Summary 



Additional Products, Quarterly: 
Impacts Summary in DroughtScape  



Comprehensive List of Impacts 



What’s in the DIR 
 through June 25, 2013 

Since 2005: Impact composition 

includes about 10,000 “legacy 

impacts” from original database 

with no associated reports. 

Since mid-November 2008 
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Media reports 

Moderator adds daily from 
automated drought news search  

Sample 

Near real-time 

Curated archive of impacts, 
geographically representative, 
across sectors 

Narrative, descriptive information 

Big picture perspective 

 



All media reports by month 
(not all are entered in the DIR) 



 



Official Reports 

Archiving NWS DIS statements 

Not yet analyzed 

“Other agency reports” 

Agency staff as moderators 

Archive of comprehensive reports 







Volunteer-submitted report types  
 User -- Typically professional observers 

– Farm Service Agency, Extension, 
National Weather Service.  

Photos 

Baseline reporting  

Hawaii – version of user reports with 
specialized agricultural categories 

CoCoRaHS – citizen science 
observation network 

Reports appear immediately 

Photos in the works 



Volunteer submissions:  

Help ensure diversity of voices 

May help counterbalance 
tendency for information to 
originate from urban areas 

May help bridge urban-rural 
divide 

Or, informally -- Gives 
everyone/everyplace their own 
dot on the map 



User Reports, Jan. 2009-June 2013 
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CoCoRaHS: Promoting drought 
impact reporting to volunteers… 

* 14,000+  volunteers 

covering all 50 states!! 

 

* CoCoRaHS “Message 

of the Day” 

 

* Monthly e-mail 

reminders 

 

* Guide to reporting 

drought impacts 

 

* Banners on the Web 
 

Courtesy: Henry Reges, Colorado State University 

http://www.cocorahs.org/Maps/ViewMap.aspx?state=usa


CoCoRaHS Reports,  
Feb. 2010-June 2013 
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Connecting Data Collection and Decision-
Making: 

What are the indicators (precursors) 

Who observes (records) indicators? 

Who/where is affected? 

Who aggregates?  

Who are the decision-makers? 

What do they need?  

 

DIR 2013: Exploring Partnerships 



Taking it to the next level: 
Condition Monitoring 

Observers can submit regular 
reports over time to show 
drought’s effects on various 
aspects of the environment, 
people’s livelihoods, and human 
health and well-being.  
Intervals could be seasonal, 
monthly, or even more frequent 
during times of rapid change.  
Condition monitoring reports 
should include information on the 
chosen variable but can also 
include more information. 



Why monitor conditions?  
 

To understand how a particular 
feature or system changes as it 
goes into and comes out of 
drought. 

To develop quantifiable 
“baselines,” i.e., measurements 
of normal. 

 



Partnership Possibilities: 

Archive and display data as it is 
collected from local observers 
(CoCoRaHS, Gullah/Geechee) 

Serve as collection system for local 
monitoring network 

Agency staff can enter reports 
and/or moderate impacts 

Systematically archive final reports 
and analysis 

Other? 

 



Summary 

Drought is NOT just a physical event 

Droughts defined by their impacts 

Data on impacts (baseline 
establishment) critical, but lacking 

Much more work needed to tie impacts 
to drought indicators/indices 

Can we engage and help address via 
Citizen Science and social media?  



Any Questions? 

 

 

 
Questions, comments, ideas?  

Please contact: 

Kelly Helm Smith 

National Drought Mitigation Center 

402-472-3373 

ksmith2@unl.edu 


